The Interactive Playground
Designed and created by Jake Goldzweig

Introduction
Because communicating with others
can often be hard for people, I’ve come
up with an idea of creating a park to
get people to engage with other strangers. For my final project, I desiged a
free-standing, contemporary park in
the middle of Union Square. The park
has many interactive features designed
to engage the communication between
one another. The idea behind my project is that the interactive features are
suppose to enforce small talk or communication between one another.

Observation
The biggest question I faced for my project: why are
New Yorkers were so unwilling to engage with one
another?After completing much research and interviewing 8 people in the city, I learned how there
are many reasons why New Yorkers will not communicate with strangers easily. The first person I
interviewed mentioned how she felt that most people are in a rush, making them feel like they don’t
have the time to communicate or socialize with
others. Another ione of my interviews mentioned
how she felt New Yorkers want to engage with other
strangers, they are just afraid to be the first one to
talk. What I found in a majority of my research and
interviews is how most people are willing to communicate, but don’t want to be the first one to talk.
This makes me believe that if there was some kind
of distraction to get people to react to it in someway, more people would communicate with others.

Ideation
The Ultimate Interactive Park
These renderings
have been designed
for people to
interact with others
on the roof top park.
The oversized chairs
and the interactive
rised stage make it
so people will feel
the need to make
themselves
comfortable with
each other
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Some of the features this park has is the lower level sitting area.
The small size was purposely designed to squeeze two
different parties together. The idea behind this is to have the
parties interact with each other. Another similar feature to the
interacting concept is the oversized egg chair and the long bench
near the staircase. Another fun feature are the disorted mirrors and
some of the interactive shape. The idea behind this was to create
humor between people while looking at themselves in the mirror.
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